
3. Sources Of Funds  

Shortly after the serch for Ray began, it was 

recognized that he had traveled extensively following his 

escape from the Missouri Penitentiary. Mbreover, in addition 
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to normal living expenses, Ray had made several sub-

stantial purchases, e.g., (-ars, photo equipment, dance 

lessons (See, List of known expenditures, App. A, Ex. 4) 

These expenditures suggested that he had financial assist-

ance and hence possible co-conspirators. Therefore, the 

Bureau was particularly interested in determining his 

sources of income. On April 23, 1968, the Director advised 

all field divisions to consider Ray as a suspect in any 

unsolved bank robberies, burglaries or armed robberies 

occurring after April 23, 1967. The results were negative. 

On April 29, 1968, the Director in a teletype to 

all SAC's ordered that all law enforcement agencies which 

maintained unidentified latent fingerprints be contacted 

and reqiie.cted that fingerprints of Ray be compared in order 

to determine his past whereabouts and possibly establish 

his source of funds. Again, negative results were obtained. 

The Director, on May 14, 1968, reminded all field divisions 

that Ray had spent a considerable amount of money from April 

23, 1967 until April 4, 1968, and advised that a source for 

these monies had not been determined. The Director ordered 

that photographs of Ray be displayed to appropriate witnesses 

in unsolved bank robberies and bank burglaries. These efforts 

and all others to date, with one exception, have proved 

fruitless. 
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As a result of one of Buie's Look articles, the 

Buren-a did ascertain that Ray had been employed at a 

resrgu-rant in Winnetka, Illinois, for approximately eight 

weeks. As a dishwasher and cook's helper, Ray had received 

checks totaling $664 from May 7, 1967 through June 25, 1967 

(See, List of known income, App. A, Ex. 5). This is the 

only known source of income for Ray following his prison 

escape. Reports from the Royal Canadinn Mounted Police 

indicated no known robberies or burglaries which could be 

connected with Ray, nor did Mexican authorities notify 

the Bureau of any criminal activity which could be associ-

ated with Ray. The Bureau investigated the possibility 

that Ray participated in a bank robbery at Alton, Illinois, 

in 1967, but it was established that he was not a partici-

pant. 

Ray related to author Buie that he robbed a food 

store in Canada, and that an individual named "Raoul" 

furnished him funds on a continuous basiF for various 

undertakings. These matters were actively pursued by the 

Bureau but have never been corroborated by them. Nor have 

they been corroborated by private inquiries of writers and 

journalists. It is the Bureau's opinion that Ray most likely 

committed on a periodic basis several robberies or burglaries 

during this period in order to support himself. Ray's criminal 
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background does lend credence to this theory. 

The task force interviewed Ray's brother, Jerry 

Ray (See, Interview of Jerry Ray, December 20, 1976, App. 

B). He stated that to his knowledge family members did 

not provide James-with any funds. Jerry admitted he met 

with his brother two or three times during his employment 

at the Winnetka restaurant and advised that he, not James, 

paid for their eating and drinking expenses. However, 

when Jerry again saw his brother on his return from Canada 

in August, 1967, James did have some money because it was 

he who paid for their expenses which incluriPd a motel roam. 

Jerry added that James also gave him his car commenting 

that he would purchase a more expensive car in Alabama. 

Jerry stated he was unaware of where his brother had 

obtained his money as well as the amount of money he had 

at this time. 

Accordingly, the sources for Ray's funds still 

remain a mystery today. 
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